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Cross Mountain South:
An 1820s Farm in the Fairlee Forest, Vermont.
William W. Fitzhugh, Ph.D
Smithsonian Institution
Introduction
Unable to cross the U.S-Canadian border
due to the covid-19 ‘firewall’ in the summer of
2020, I returned to my 1970 archaeological roots
on the Upper Deerfield River in western
Massachusetts (Fitzhugh 1971) by excavating an
historical site in Fairlee, Vermont (Figure 1 and
2). Exploring the forested hills behind our home
on Bald Top Road in Fairlee, west of the
Connecticut River and above Lake Morey, my
wife, Lynne Fitzhugh, noticed stone walls, pits,
and foundations of two settlement sites at
elevations more than 500 feet above modern
habitations and farms. Although ‘cellar hole’
sites are common in the Upper Valley, most are
found in lowland agricultural regions. The Fairlee
forest sites seemed like outliers and had never
been reported or considered of historical or
archaeological importance. In fact, our
investigation shows the Cross Mountain South
Site (CMS; VT-OR-0120) may represent a timeconstrained historical snapshot of a critical
turning point in northern New England history
and a new settlement type for Vermont and the
Upper Connecticut Valley.
The site’s surface features (Figure 3)
include a stone wall segment, a 6.0 by 9.0-meter
rectangular mounded earth foundation enclosing
a central hearth and half cellar pit, as well as
several external boulder clusters and a small
boulder-filled pit. Trail clearing and ATV traffic
had cut into the foundation’s west wall exposing
brick and ceramic fragments. Excavation was
stimulated in 2020 when a logging operation
targeted trees growing in the foundation walls. I
assumed the site would date to the 20th century
and listed it on the Vermont archaeology site
register and received an excavation permit from
the Fairlee Selectboard. The second site, Cross
Mountain North (CMN), lies half a kilometer
north of VT-OR-0120 on the northern extension
of Cross Mountain Trail above a southern

tributary of Glen Falls Brook. Its surface features
include a rectangular boulder foundation
measuring 6.5 by 9.5 meters with a central hearth
but no cellar hole; the boulder foundation of a
second structure with an open east end and no
interior hearth (perhaps a barn); an earth-walled
root cellar; several surface boulder features; and
a section of a boulder-lined roadway between the
dwelling and the ‘barn’. CMN has not been
excavated and may be a contemporary or
seasonal settlement of CMS.
Excavation at CMS only sampled the
house interior because its floor and cellar were
buried beneath bricks, collapsed chimney rock,
and large boulder fill. Excavation of cobble
features outside the southeast corner of the
foundation produced an extensive inventory of
artifacts and faunal remains, and a metal detector
survey recovered three Liberty Head pennies near
the house, two of which dated 1820 and 1821. All
finds were consistent with an occupation that
appears to have ended in the early- or mid-1820s.
Cross Mountain South was a short-lived,
pioneering farm that documents a wave of
agricultural expansion and land clearing that
peaked in the 1820s in Fairlee and then withdrew
to lower elevations, never to return. The site is
significant for its brief occupation, its high
elevation, and for being an agricultural
experiment that failed.
Historical Context
Fairlee was settled in the mid-1700s
aided by grants from the British Crown’s New
Hampshire Governor Benning Wentworth to the
original 64 proprietors of the Town of Fairlee
(Goldthwaite 1927; Robertson 1957; see also
Town of Orford 1865). Land parcels followed the
western side of the Connecticut River and
surrounded both sides of nearby Lake Morey. At
this time the status of Vermont lands was clouded
by the controversy between New Hampshire and
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Figure 1. Lake Morey, Fairlee Forest, its trails, and the locations of Cross Mountain South and North sites (pink arrows).
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Figure 2. Artistic rendering of the Cross Mountain South by Emily Kearney-Williams.

Figure 3. Cross Mountain South gridded and cleared of
leaves before excavation, revealing its rectangular earth
foundation, central hearth, and cellar hole at the far end.
View SE.
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New York over who controlled Vermont,
although for practical purposes New Hampshire
had authority over the eastern regions of Vermont
and the Connecticut River. Farming, timber, and
logging were the economic mainstays and Indian
resistance had mostly abated. John Baldwin in
1766 was the first settler to build in Fairlee. He
was followed by scores of other families that
moved up the Connecticut from downriver towns,
attracted by the pristine land, forests, and
abundant game in the Upper Valley. The 1790
census recorded “132 free white males over 16,
120 under sixteen, 210 free white females, and
one other, for a total of 463 souls” (Robertson
1957:17). Most of the original grantees were
speculators, and Fairlee’s first residents were
probably squatters without legal title. Gradually,
with acts by New Hampshire in 1774 and by the
General Assembly of the newly constituted State
of Vermont in 1782, a town government was
created and valid titles were conferred.
Most people owned land in the river
bottoms and around Lake Morey and managed
farms that raised livestock and grew crops.
Hunting, trapping, and timbering took place in
the hills between Fairlee and West Fairlee. Town
services including shops, a blacksmith, a grist
mill, and a sawmill soon emerged. A larger
community grew up in West Fairlee owing to its
more extensive farmland, and a small cluster of
homes appeared on Brushwood Road north of
May Hill. Today many of these old places can
still be recognized by their cellar holes. In 1791
Fairlee’s population was 239 and grew to a peak
of 1,143 in 1820, fueled by the marino wool
boom. Fairlee historian, Philip Robertson (1957),
reports the events of the early 1800s:
By 1830, however, the great western
migration had gotten under way and many
from all the towns of the valley were
heeding the call to go west. In many cases
the farms had not proved as fertile as
desired; the prices for farm goods had
dropped rather sharply from 1817 to 1829;
1816 was called “the year without
summer” or the “1800 and froze-to death
year;” corn sold for $1.00 a bushel and
hay cost $30.00 a ton; and it can be seen
the same desires and hopes that originally
brought these people’s fathers from lower

Connecticut in the 1760s were still resting
in the souls of their sons in the 1820s. The
age of the Iron Horse had arrived, the
opening of the Erie Canal, and the
Midwest was beckoning all too strongly for
some. Consequently, by 1830 the
population of Fairlee dropped to 656,
losing almost 500 in ten years and,
although the trend was not to be as sharp,
the downward figures continued for the
rest of the century, so that [by] today’s
1950 census the population is about the
same as 1850, or 571 inhabitants
(Robertson 1957:19).
Searching for historical background
about the age of CMS and why it was located in
the forest, I asked local foresters and loggers for
information. All were aware of “the old cellar
hole” and had stories about it. Bryce Limlaw told
me his machine recently turned up a bronze well
pipe near the site. We later found the pipe, which
had a “Lunkenheimer Model 200” brass valve
made by a Cincinnati company established by a
German immigrant in 1862. Jim O’Donnell
(Figure 4), who is known for pulling pranks when
“flat-landers” are looking for information, visited
the site when we were digging one day and
pointed with a twinkle in his eye to the old tree
growing in the southwest corner of the
foundation, suggesting I check Sheldon Miller’s
(1976) local history, Recollections of Milldale
Farm, West Fairlee, Vermont.

Figure 4. Fairless Forest Board member Jim
O’Donnell visiting the excavation.
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This report contains the story of a Massachusetts
gentleman and others from Miller’s youth in the
early 1900s. His comments about the “wild
country” between West Fairlee and Fairlee
seemed relevant to our site:
From the east side of our cow pasture to
Lake Morey, there was not a fence that
would hold livestock. From the Brushwood
Road south [that is, from May Hill and
Bald Top to Fairlee], there were about
three miles without a fence. No one seems
to own this wild country…In that wild
country up near Lake Morey there were
eight or ten cellar holes about twenty feet
square, where at some time people had
made their homes. Near the cellar holes
grew old apple trees (Miller 1976:26).

Miller probably was describing the cellar
holes along Brushwood Road. Our corner tree
was a 70-year-old four-trunk oak that had
sprouted from the cut stump of an equally ancient
parent growing in the corner of the foundation 70100 years before that, making our site at least 150
years old, long before Miller’s recollected stories.
That tree got us almost as far back as our Liberty
Head pennies of the 1820s.
Site Environs and Description
CMS (VT-OR-0120) lies in a mixed
hardwood and conifer forest on Cross Mountain
Trail a few hundred meters north of Pine Grove
Brook at N43.91761, W72.17556 and 341 meters
(1,119 feet) elevation (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Cross Mountain South site map (credit: E. Kierney-Williams).
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Access is via Knox Road, a rough dirt
track that begins near the south end of Lake
Morey off Terry Hill Road, rises to the ridge
south of Bald Top Mountain, and descends to
meet Blook Brook Road in West Fairlee. The
surrounding topography is moderately steep
except for a few hundred meters of level ground
where the site is located. Water is available from
a spring a few meters north of the foundation or
from Pine Grove Brook. The surrounding forest
has been logged continuously since the early
1800s and has a network of trails and skid roads.
Shovel tests within a few hundred meters of the
site revealed a thin charcoal deposit at the base of
the humus that may have resulted from original
forest clearing by the site pioneers rather than by
forest fires, which are rare in this part of Vermont.
A few acres of level land one hundred meters
south of the site could have been the location of a
barn and pasture. Metal detector finds from a
depression trending southeast from the settlement
area toward this location suggest this may have
been a track or access corridor to a barn or
pasture. After forest clearing, a grassy pasture
would have emerged in the land surrounding the
site. After the occupation, the cleared lands
reverted to forest. Except for a possible garden
plot south of the house, the site area has never
been plowed or turned over.
Several other features are associated with
the site’s core area. Most prominent is an Lshaped, 26-meter-long fieldstone wall running
south from the habitation area across a level patch
of land paralleling Cross Mountain Trail. The
wall ends in a right-angle corner with a six-meterlong western segment and there is no evidence of
the rest of a south wall nor of west or north walls.
Perhaps these portions were fenced with wood or
wire, or their rocks were used to fill the cellar hole
when the site was abandoned. This area, close to
the house and with a southern exposure might
have been a vegetable garden. Two depressions
east of the foundation were also investigated. The
larger southern pit, nearly a meter deep and two
meters wide, filled with cobbles, fragments of a
redware milk pan, and a single cut iron nail, make
it a likely privy. The smaller, shallower
depression to its north turned out to be a small fire
pit devoid of artifacts. The most informative
features other than the dwelling itself are three
stone pavements located between the house and

the stone wall. We excavated the two (SP1, SP2,
see Figure 5) at the southeast corner of the house
and found burned trash deposits beneath the rock
caps containing an assortment of cultural
materials. Most organics had vanished, but
scorched earth, charcoal, and burned artifacts and
faunal remains indicate these shallow pit features
were used for disposing and burning waste. A
third and larger cobble feature a few meters south
of SP1 and SP2 with a large tree growing in its
center was not excavated.
Excavation Procedure
Excavation took place during September
and October 2020, with the assistance of students
and parents from Rivendell School in Orford,
New Hampshire and Thetford Academy in
Vermont. The site was cleared of leaf litter; a
datum (0S/0W) was established four meters east
of the foundation’s northeast corner; and a 2meter grid was staked and lined. A triangle line
level set in the middle of the north wall at 0S/8W,
70 centimeters above the top of the wall
foundation, was used for elevation readings.
Over several weeks we excavated 15 2 by
2-meter units and parts of three others in and
around the dwelling, two 2.5 by 2.5-meter units
at the pits east of the house, and a 50-centimeter
test north of the stone wall where we had several
metal detector finds, including the three pennies.
A 1 by 1-meter test unit 190°/17 meters from
datum where nails, a jackknife, and one of the
pennies were found did not produce evidence of
a cultural level, and a 1 by 2-meter test outside
the north wall at 1N/7W was similarly
unproductive. Due to lack of time and a thick
destruction level resulting from the demolition of
the fireplace and chimney, only the upper 10-15
centimeters of units within the house were
excavated. Units in a sheet midden south of the
house were excavated until sterile was reached,
usually 5 to 10 centimeters below the surface,
except in SP1 and SP2, whose pits extended to 20
to 30 centimeters below ground surface.
Excavated units were given sequence numbers to
provide context for artifact cataloguing. All
excavated dirt was screened through quarter-inch
wire mesh. Finds, rocks, and features were
recorded on individual unit maps; artifacts were
described, traced, and linked to soil levels.
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The A horizon soil in the site area is thin,
with no evident accretion. The surface is
composed of leaf litter covering a humus level 1
to 2 centimeters thick laced with roots, rootlets,
and occasional rocks. Most cultural material
came from this layer or at its junction with sterile
tan, silty, inorganic soil below. Rocks from
pebbles to cobbles, and occasionally slabs and
boulders, were present below the humus layer.
Several large slabs may have been threshold
pavements, and one lined the western side of the
SP1 cobble feature. Cultural stratigraphy was
noted only within refuse pits and where fireplace
and chimney demolition debris accumulated
between the hearth and south wall. Soil chemistry
is acidic, and bones and wood were not preserved

unless they were large or dense (teeth), burned, or
found at the bottom of the trash pits. Soil moisture
in the site area is limited to the upper 10 to 15
centimeters.
House Description
The central feature at CMS is the earthmounded foundation of a small rectangular
dwelling whose walls are 50 to 70 centimeters
higher than the surrounding ground and have a
bottom width of 1.5 to 2.0 meters (see Figure 5).
Its long axis is east/west, with north, east, south,
and west foundation walls measuring crest to
crest 9, 6, 9.5, and 6.0 and 6.5 meters respectively
(Figure 6).

Figure 6. East-west and north-south profiles (credit: E. Kearney-Williams).
The above-ground hearth and chimney in
the center of the house had been removed, leaving
a 3-meter diameter foundation of field stones that
had been set in cement which had crumbled over
time (Figures 7). Broken brick fragments
discarded when the chimney and fireplace were
dismantled lie around all sides of the hearth,
especially between it and the doorway in the

south wall (Figure 8) and among the rocks from
the collapsed hearth and chimney that filled much
of the half-cellar. This and the absence of a
charcoal layer in the house and on the foundation
suggest the above-ground walls were standing at
the time of abandonment, or perhaps were
dismantled for re-use like the hearth and chimney
bricks.
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Some very large boulders may have been
added in recent years by machinery when Cross
Mountain Trail was groomed (Figure 9). Earthmounded foundations are not common at cellar
hole sites, which often have stone house
foundations upon which the log or plank sill
beams were placed. CMS with its elevated earth
foundation does not follow this construction
pattern. However, several layered rocks exposed
in the southwest corner of the foundation
suggested the possibility of laid-up foundation
construction in other wall areas (Figure 10).
Figure 7. The central hearth mound and view
toward south wall and doorway, with the cellar
pit to right. View S.

Figure 9. Cellar hole with collapsed hearth
cobbles, threshold slabs, and recent road
boulders. View SE.
Figure 8. The south foundation and entry were
composed of rocks rather than earth. The hearth
mound at upper right was cleared but not
excavated; cellar pit is at upper left. View NW.
The east, north, and west walls of the
foundation rise steeply, whereas the center of the
south wall (the likely location of the door) is only
a few centimeters higher than the outside soil and
on the inside is level with the hearth base (see
Figure 8). This is the only area where the
foundation was composed of rocks rather than
earth. The west third of the structure has a 2meter deep cellar hole that was filled with large
boulders and two large flat rock slabs. Some of
these rocks are from the collapsed hearth and
chimney, while the larger boulders were
deposited later to partially fill the hole. Some of
these rocks may have come from the missing
garden walls when, or shortly after, the site was
abandoned to reduce the pit as an animal hazard.

Figure 10. Laid-up rocks at the SW
corner of the house and cellar pit. View
SW.
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To test this hypothesis, we excavated a
trench at the northwest corner in unit 0N/12W
and found an irregular line of small rocks resting
on the old ground surface at the base of the
mounded earth (Figure 11). These rocks were of
different sizes and were not fit or layered.
Exploring other areas of the foundation with a
steel probe revealed the same type of rock core is
present everywhere within the sod foundation,
perhaps having served as a template on which to
build the earth foundation. The NW corner trench
showed two phases of earth layering with ceramic
sherds and charcoal present at the interface.

Figure 11. cobble core at the bottom of the
foundation wall at the SW corner of the house.
View N.

promising when 4S/8W produced a two-tined
dinner fork (Figures 13 and 14). Until this point,
surface finds from inside and outside the house
had been 20th century bottles, cans, and fuel tins
left by loggers, hunters, or hikers. Other finds
included creamware plate fragments with
impressed green edge decoration, blue transfer
print earthenware, square cut nails, and a clay
pipe stem dating about the same time as the fork.
4S/6W produced window glass, nails, and small

Figure 12. South interior between the hearth (lower
right) and south wall entry. v. S.

Similar stratigraphy was noted while
excavating the outer portion of the east wall.
Earth for the foundation would have come from
excavating the house interior, which is about 20
centimeters below ground level, and from the
deep cellar hole. Expediency may have been the
reason for the lack of a stone-walled cellar pit and
a complete rock house foundation. Flat rocks are
not as common locally as rounded glacial and
stream cobbles, and the builders may have not
wanted to make such an investment in labor and
materials. Considering the site’s brief occupation,
this seems to have been a wise decision.
Excavations in the House Interior
Our initial intention was to excavate the
entire interior of the dwelling. We began with
units south and east of the hearth. Units 4S/6W
and 4S/8W lie between the entry threshold and
the hearth (see Figures 8 and 12). Work here was

Figure 13. Cora Day after finding the first
diagnostic artifact, a dinner fork.
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swept from the house floor. Window glass and
small nails found inside and outside the east,
south, and west walls suggest glass windows
were present here, but not in the north wall. None
of the interior excavations revealed a clearly
defined cultural level as might be expected had
there been an earthen floor.

Figures 14. Pocket knife, engraved bone utensil
handle, and fork.
sheets of lead and iron, as well as bits of iron
bailing wire. All these materials were in the upper
few centimeters of the cultural layer. These units
south of the hearth were filled with broken bricks
from chimney deconstruction; we decided to
leave these two units incompletely excavated
when it became clear there would be no clearly
identifiable ‘floor’, few artifacts, and further
work would require removal of large amounts of
stone and brick.
Unit 2S/6W lay between the foundation
and included the eastern side of the hearth (Figure
15). The hearth base was made of cobbles, small
field stones, and brick fragments solidified in
degraded concrete and was not excavated. The
space between the hearth and the foundation was
excavated to sterile soil, upon which there was a
hearth deposit 1.45 to 1.64 meters below datum
containing charcoal and brick detritus. Artifacts
found in this layer included fragments of burned
animal bone, burned window glass, and
fragments of iron sheet or can metal. Time did not
permit completion of this unit but showed
scattered hearth deposits around the central
fireplace, and no evidence of a stone floor
pavement. The relative absence of nails and
ceramics, other than window glass, suggests that
the house had a log floor that would have been
level with the base of the hearth, and that the finds
east of the hearth were from activities before a
wood floor was installed. The large quantities of
artifacts found in the porch and yard area south of
the house wall probably originated from debris

Figure 15. East house interior between the hearth
and east wall. View NE.
Investigation of the cellar pit (Figure 16)
was complicated by its steep walls and boulderfilled interior, and excavation was confined to the
pit’s northwest corner in 0-2S/10-12W (see
Figure 17). A few ceramic fragments were
associated with the foundation’s rock core,
including a polychrome slip-decorated sherd with
a swirling abstract design (Figure 18).
Most other finds came from a level 10
centimeters below the humus in the upper tan soil
of the earth fill. Their location suggests two
episodes of wall construction, one during the
initial pit excavation and rock core creation,
followed by a second effort when the pit was
deepened. We removed some of the upper
boulders in the cellar pit, but we could not reach
the bottom because the rocks were too large to
remove by hand. However, at this level we began
to recover broken bricks, window glass,
fragments of 19th century ceramics, and iron
nails that resembled finds from the rest of the
house and midden. There was no sign of a layered
stone wall; instead, the in-sloping earth wall
seemed to be a continuation of the mounded earth
foundation rather than slumped earth from a
collapsed plank or log wall. There was no
evidence of an external cellar entry. Two very
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large flat slabs that had been tipped into the south
part of the cellar may have been doorway
threshold rocks. The absence of a charcoal layer
on the foundation and in the house interior
suggests that abandonment was not precipitated

Figure 18. Polychrome dipped earthenware
Sherd from the north side of the cellar hole.
by a fire. The abundant surface scatter of window
glass inside and outside the dwelling could have
resulted from slow deterioration and wall
collapse or from dismantling the walls without
saving the windows.
Exterior Features
Figure 16. Boulder-filled cellar pit with
large rocks from recent road
construction. View E.

Figure 17. Northwest corner of the
house and cellar hole during
excavation.

Metal Detector Survey: Excavation of
the house interior ceased when more productive
deposits were found outside. Our first indication
came from a metal detector survey conducted by
student Kai Harris. Although this survey was not
conducted systematically, it covered most of the
area within 75 meters of the foundation. Several
20th century fuel cans were found north of the
house. More interesting was a ‘hot spot’
following a corridor between 10 and 20 meters
south of the datum, beyond SP3, where three
Liberty Head pennies dating 1796-1807, 1820,
and 1821 were found (Figures 5 and 18). Other
finds included a cast iron pot fragment, nails,
bricks, a C-shaped iron hook similar to a logger’s
peavy, and a folding pocketknife (see Figure 14).
The pennies give a more refined terminus post
quem occupation date than the fork, pipe stems,
and ceramics.
Privy Pit and Hearth: Two depressions
10 meters east of the house were excavated to
determine their possible function, presumably as
trash dumps or privies (Figure 19). The larger
southern pit was 2 meters in diameter and 1.5
meters deep and was filled with small to mediumsize cobbles. Mixed in among the rock fill were
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Stone Pavements: Most of the cultural
material recovered from CMS came from the
outside slope of the foundation’s southeast corner
and adjacent shallow pits covered with
cobblestone pavements. Three of these features
(Figure 21) are present, and SP1 and SP2 at the
southeast corner of the house were fully
excavated. SP3 (Figure 22) a few meters further
to the southeast with a large tree growing in the
Figure 18. Liberty Head pennies dating 17961820, 1796-1807, 1821, left to right.

Figure 19. Kai Harris excavating the rock-filled
Privy. v. NE

Figure 21. Stone Pavement 1 in foreground and
SP2 to rear, with Kai and Samantha Harris and
Beatrice Green (middle). v. NE

sherds that re-assembled into half of a 40centimeter diameter redware milk pan (Figure
20). the only other find in the pit was a large cut
nail with a wide, washer-shaped head. The
smaller shallow feature two meters to the north
contained a charcoal-stained hearth with no
artifacts or faunal remains.

Figure 22. SP3 with corner of SP2 at left. v. NE

Figure 20. Redware wash basin assembled
from fragments in Privy. The other half was
missing.

center was not excavated but may hold the site’s
largest artifact assemblage. Initially we thought
these features resulted from land clearing (a
common practice in New England field
preparation) but upon removing the rocks we
found 10 to 30 centimeters of cultural deposits.
SP1 in 6S/0-2W had a large flat slab sloping into
a 30-centimeter-deep pit containing artifacts,
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faunal remains, and charcoal. Among the finds
were half of a second redware milk pan, large
numbers of early 19th century ceramics, glass,
animal bones and teeth, cut nails, iron wedges,
clay pipes, and buttons, many showing evidence
of burning. SP2 (4S/0W) was a larger feature
whose finds came also from the foundation’s
outer slope in 4S/2W and included the same types
of burned material as SP1, as well as a facetted
blue glass bead and a pocket fire lighter. The pit
bottom had a thick layer of charcoal above redfired earth (Figure 23). The eastern side of SP2 in
4S/2E was not excavated, and all SP3 was left
intact.

Figure 24. Back-filled porch and yard areas south
of the door and south house wall. View NE
resulted from a combination of house sweepings
and general outdoor work. This area seems to
have served as the site’s porch and front yard, an
outside area that produced many finds, unlike the
cramped area outside the north wall which had no
door, window, finds, or workspace because of
rising ground.
Collections

Figure 23. SP2 excavated to sterile soil showing
its east profile (at right) and north profile with
cultural deposit and basal charcoal lens.
South Porch and Yard Midden: Several
units (6S/4, 6, 8W) were excavated following the
middle of the rock-filled south wall and porch,
and the adjacent units to the south (8S/4, 6, 8W)
where we found cultural material spread thinly in
the top five centimeters of soil (Figure 24). These
deposits were not associated with identifiable
features like stone pavements but were formed by
general trash accumulation or outdoor work
activities in what likely was a front porch and
yard along the southern front of the house. Unlike
the trash pits, these deposits contained only
scattered charcoal and no calcined bone or burned
ceramics. Rather, they produced nails, metal
artifacts, window glass, clay pipe fragments, a
whetstone, buttons, a gun flint, and a few large
bovid bone elements. These materials probably

Artifacts were recorded in two
dimensions, by soil layer, and where necessary,
by depth. Excavation squares were numbered
sequentially, and finds were recorded by unit
square number and artifact sequence number (e.g.
1-1, 1-2, 1-3; 2-1, 2-2, etc.). Wood and bone
materials were not preserved unless charred,
calcined, or deeply buried, although some large,
unburned bones survived. Most ceramics in the
porch and yard sheet midden and refuse pits were
highly fractured from trampling, frost-fracture, or
burning. Artifacts are described below by classes:
domestic objects (ceramics, glass; tools
(hardware, tools, utensils), personal items (pipes,
beads, buttons, coins), and faunal remains. Bricks
were not plotted or collected but concentrations
were noted. The entire collection from 14 units,
excluding brick fragments, numbered 1,664
pieces weighing only 25 pounds. Most of the
collection consists of nails (193, 19%) and
ceramics (1,152 pieces, 69%), the latter generally
in fragments less than two centimeters long.
(Table 1)
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Table 1. Cross Mountain South Artifact Collection by Type and Feature Number
ARTIFACT TYPE
Ceramics
Lead glaze redware
brn glazed stoneware
Cream/pearlware
Blue-painted whiteware
Blue transfer print
Impressed edgeware
Mochaware mug
Polychr. dipped slip
Nails
Nails general
Nails 2.5-3.0"
Nails 2.0"
Nails 1.0"
Glass
Window pane
Cup/Glass
Bottle
Iron Hardware
slotted screw
wedge
Peavy hook
Stove part
Cast iron pot
Wire
Fish-hook
Iron sheet
Lead sheet
Lead bird shot
Strap hinge
Chain link
Tools
Whetstone
Gunflint
Awl/point
Personal items
Pocket knife
Pocket lighter
Clay pipe

HOUSE

SOUTH
WALL

YARD

30

44

37

55

116

14

83
23
47

210
26
63
21
16

31
32
16
15

28
3
17
16

63
1

59
5

1
1

6
4
2
28

SP-1
104
18
47
17
23
31

SP-2

PATH

13

100

15
1
6

6

65
41
46
41

3

13

166
6
0

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
5
2
1
17
4
1
4
1

1

0
1
1

1
1
13
2

1
1
1

1
2

1

1
3
1

1

1
1
1

328
18
443
27
183
67
95
1

1

1

3

TOTAL

9
7

1

2

PRIVY
PIT

1

5

3

1
1
10
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Buttons
Penny
Dinner utensils
Bones
Tooth/bone
TOTALS

2
1

1

4
152

1
496

1

1

40
551

31
303

4
0
2
1
53

9

100

77
1664

For ceramic identifications see: https://jefpat.maryland.gov/Documents/mac-lab/colonial-post-colonialceramics.pdf; Carder et al. 1998; Doherty et al. 2009; and Kenny et al. 2011.
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Ceramics and glass: Ceramics comprise
1,132 pieces, 68% of the collection.
Fragmentation resulted from a combination of
trampling, frost fracture, or burning. Larger
pieces tended to be more deeply buried and less
frost fractured. Some sherds have crazed, spalled,
or burned surfaces. Most were plates or shallow
soup bowls; relatively few cups, saucers, and
mugs are represented. Among the latter are parts
of two earthenware mochaware mugs that we
partially reconstructed. Halves of two lead glazed
redware milk pans (4 pounds/half) were
assembled from fragments, one from the privy
and the other from SP1. Most of a small lead
glazed redware pitcher with a strap handle was
also reconstructed, as were parts of several
creamware and pearlware plates and shallow
bowls. The number of whole vessels represented
might have been fewer than 25. Specific wares
are described below.
Pearlware and Creamware: Parts of
several refined earthenware plates or soup bowls
(Figure 25). Pearlware was identified by its light,
blue-tinged glaze. Part of a single creamware cup
was also found. One of the pearlware pieces had
double foot rings, and one of the creamware
plates had lightly embossed, uncolored
grass/feather edging. A partially decipherable
mark (Figure 26) was present on one of the plates.
Part of a small, round-sided creamware bowl was

Figure 25. Creamware (upper left and right) and
pearlware (lower left) dishes and shallow bowls
with plain and embossed edge impressions. The
creamware plate at lower right bears the partial
mark in Fig. 24.

Figure 26. A mark on a
creamware plate.
decorated with a blue “hanging blue fringe”
beneath the rim (Figure 27). Blue or green shell
edge pearlware and creamware with feather
embossing (Figure 28) was as common as plain
edge pearlware or creamware dishes and soup
bowls. At least seven different types of edge
styling are present: smooth round edges, 6- or 8sided rims, broad or tight rim scalloping, and
inside rims with sections separated by raised
ridges.
Ironstone: Eighteen pieces of a spouted
ironstone jug with brown exterior and grey
interior lead glaze and grey or reddish-tan paste
depending on degree of firing, broad wipe marks
on interior, and smooth exterior (Figure 29). A
single iron shot is embedded in the base of this
vessel.
Redware: Clear lead glaze red
earthenware accounts for the largest volume of
ceramics, and most of it was from halves of two
milk pans, one from the privy pit and the second

Figure 27. Creamware with blue fringe.
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Figure 30. Lead glaze red earthenware milk pan
from SP-1.

Figure 28. Blue shell edge cream- and pearlware with embossed feather and cornucopia.

Figure 31. Joining parts of a lead glaze
earthenware jug with strap handle and spout.

Figure 29. Salt-glazed ironstone bowl with dark
Interior and light brown exterior.
from SP1 (Figure 30). A small, spouted jug of this
material with a side handle was also partially
reassembled (Figure 31). Part of a medium-sized
pot of this material with a lead glaze interior with
black speckles and unglazed exterior (Figure 32)
was also present as well as parts of a large, thickwalled redware pot with a high gloss dark brown
exterior glaze and a drilled suspension hole
beneath its rim (Figure 33).

Figure 32. Redware bowl with light brown lead
glaze interior with black spots.
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Polychrome Vessel: A single sherd of a
dipped multi-color slip earthenware bowl with an
abstract swirl design in various colors was
recovered from the trench in the northwest corner
of the foundation (see Figure 18). No similar
pieces were found.
Blue Painted Ware One large, burned
fragment and smaller fragments of pearlware
bowls with blue painted flowers on clear glazed
pearlware were found in the yard and SP1 (Figure
35). Most of these sherds were painted with bold
dark blue leaf and flower patterns on a white
background on the vessel interior.
Figure 33. Glossy dark brown glaze bowl
with a suspension hole.
Polychrome Mochaware Mug: Lead
glaze dipped earthenware, in three varieties. The
basic type has a series of black and blue colored
bands ornamented with chain motifs upon a
russet background overlain with black sponge
vegetation decoration. One reconstructed mug
has white nucleated circles and net-like patterns
between blue and white bands encircling the base,
middle and top (Figure 34). Two other varieties
(one partly reconstructed) have slightly different
patterns and color bands. Their fragments came
from the walls, yard, and SP1 features. These
items were manufactured in Britain and eastern
North American between 1790-1830.

Figure 34. English mochaware mug with
blue slip bands and black sponge,
dendrite, and chain decoration.

Figure 35. Pearlware with blue underglaze
painted floral patterns.
Blue Transfer Print Ware: This category
includes several varieties sometimes called “blue
willow,” all of which were highly fragmented and
were from plates, soup bowls, or larger bowls.
Some are dominated by white flowers against
dark blue (Figure 36) or blue on white, sometimes
with geometric or linear backgrounds (Figures
37, 38) while others show flowers (Figure 39),
intricate scenes in light blue with buildings, trees,
people working, playing a horn, fishing in boats,
and other motifs (Figures 40, 41), some with
Chinese motifs.
Glass: Except for window glass, which
was found everywhere inside the house and
around its east, south and west walls and in the
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Figure 36. Dark blue negative printed creamware
with floral motifs (ca. 1815-1835).

Figure 39. Transfer-print creamware with floral
motifs.

Figure 37. Transfer print bowls and plates with
floral and geometric patterns (ca. 1810-1840).
Figure 40. Transfer printed creamwares with
pictorial scenes of buildings, men in boat, and
a man playing a horn (see also Figure 53).

Figure 38. Painted blue on white pearlware with
linear patterns.

Figures 41. Transfer printed creamwares with
pictorial scenes of buildings, men in a boat, and a
man playing a horn.
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refuse pits, glass domestic items were
surprisingly rare. A few pieces of broken lantern
globe, a fluted jar or tumbler rim, and melted dark
glass bottle glass were from the south wall and
yard (Figure 42).

Figure 43. Assorted hardware: nails, fish
hook, rivetted iron, C-hook and chain link,
and iron hinge.
Figure 42. Lantern globe, window glass, fluted
tumbler or jar, and melted dark bottle glass, left
to right.
Tools and raw materials: Besides
ceramic sherds, nails were the most common
finds (193; 19%). All were cut from iron sheet
and had square or rectangular cross-sections,
small heads, occurred in three sizes: 2.5-3”, 2”,
and 1”, and very few were clenched. Nails were
found in all units but were present in all sizes and
large numbers only in the south foundation and
yard (6S and 8S) units, presumably because of
their use in door and window construction and
south-side yard work. Other finds included a
single 1.5-inch round-headed iron screw (post1798), small pieces of thick iron plate, cast iron
pot or kettle pieces, rusted iron can metal and
sheet metal with rivets, a single piece of iron bird
shot, and small fragments of lead sheet (Figure
43). A broken c-shaped hook made of quarterinch stock tapering to a point at one end may be
from a logging implement like a peavy. A thick
U-shaped piece of iron may have been part of a
heavy chain. An open jack knife was found north
of the stone wall (see Figure 14). An iron wedge
for tightening a hammer or axe head, the broken
clawed foot of a pot or lamp, a pointed iron awl,
bent iron rod, iron hinge strap, perforated
whetstone (Figure 44), iron wire, an iron
fishhook, and an English gunflint of dark chert
complete this category.

Figures 44. Perforated whetstone (cf.
Doherty et al. 2009: Fig. 106).
Personal items: A few personal artifacts
were recovered from the wall and yard areas,
including buttons of copper or bronze with loop
attachments, and iron button with four holes
(Figure 45); fragments of pipe bowls and stems
with bore diameters 4/64” dating 1750-1860
(Figure 46); Liberty Head pennies (see Figure
19), a decorated bone utensil (Figure 47), and a
facetted blue glass bead.

Figure 45. Copper/brass loop buttons, and
a post-1820 4-hole iron button.
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Figure 46. Clay pipe bowl and stem with a 4/64”
hole.

Figure 47. Incised bone utensil scale (handle).
Faunal remains: The small size of the
faunal collection (Figure 48) might be attributed
to a scarcity of meat in the diet, but it is more
likely due to deterioration of small-to-moderate
sized bones in the acidic forest soil and the
incineration of most food and garbage. Quite a
few bone and tooth fragments were present, but
most were too small and fragmented to be
recovered or identified. Many were from small
mammals, but no bird or fish bones were present.
Bones that survived were either elements from
large animals or from smaller animals whose
bones had been burned and calcined. Many tooth
fragments were found; most had been burned or
were dense enough, like cow teeth, to be
preserved.
The bones that could be identified were
saw-cut bovid long bones, a white-tail deer
metatarsal, and the teeth of cows, deer, sheep, and
pigs. All the burned pig and caprid teeth crumbled
after drying (Figure 49). A saw-cut cow scapula
was also present (Figure 50). Most calcined
pieces were found in the trash pits. The presence
of a gunflint suggests the method for killing deer
and other game. Some small bones might have
been from beaver or fox, which are common
locally and could have been shot or trapped.
Overall, the fauna represents a mix of wild and
domesticated animals. At least one dog was
probably present, but no dog remains, or chew
marks were present.

Figure 48. Bone and tooth remains of deer (lower
right), bovid scapula and butchered long bones (four
from lower left), cow teeth (center), calcined pig
teeth fragments (center left), calcined small
mammal bones and teeth (left center), caprid teeth
fragments (top center), medium size mammal (top
left).

Figure 49. Pig Molar

Figure 50. Scapula of a young
bovid.
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Life at Cross Mountain South
Without historical information from the
town archives and more excavation, it is difficult
to reconstruct a full picture of life at Cross
Mountain South, but we can provide a rough
outline. The house was small, barely large
enough for two, and no evidence of children was
found. A southside door opened toward a central
fireplace that left little room on either side for
more than a small table, chairs, and food
preparation. The floor must have been un-nailed
plank or log for few nails were found inside the
house. Sleeping was probably in a loft around the
chimney. Light was from glass-paned windows in
the east, south, and west walls. Decorated
ceramics, engraved bone-handled utensils, and
milk pans suggest the presence of a woman (and
a cow) as part of a family that could afford some
niceties. Good housekeeping is indicated by the
scarcity of artifacts and bones inside the house,
while pits close by outside were used for trash
which was burned periodically. The south-facing
front yard was the primary outdoor work area.
The stone wall probably bordered a vegetable
garden or a sheep pen, and the large internal
hearth was a necessity for winter; both suggest
the site was occupied year-round. Water was
available from the spring a few meters away or
from Pine Grove Brook. A barn might have been
present in the recently bull-dozed area south of
the stone wall. A charcoal layer between the
humus and mineral soil detected in test pits
around the site could have resulted from forest
clearing. Pigs would have been useful for
bringing the cleared forest into grass pasture
suitable for sheep, which probably was the
household’s primary cash crop.
Judging from the three refuse dumps and
the small number of tools and domestic finds, the
occupation appears to have been brief, perhaps
only a few years. A wide range of forest animals
contributed to the diet in addition to pigs, sheep,
and bovids that were roasted or cooked in cast
iron pots. At least one cow would have been
present, and a horse was needed for hauling logs
and goods back and forth up the steep track from
town, about two miles distant.
The occupation began when wool prices
were still high around 1820 and seems to have
ended a few years later in a planned fashion. The

hearth bricks were salvaged, leaving the broken
bricks behind. It is likely that the house
superstructure was also salvaged as there is no
evidence of a fire or wall concentration of nails.
The likely cause of abandonment was the
economic decline that struck Fairlee in the 1820s
with the departure, over a span of only ten years
of half of Fairlee’s population, likely for greener
pastures in the West. In the two centuries that
followed, no one returned to live permanently in
the upland Fairlee forest. The pasture that
probably surrounded Cross Mountain South grew
over and returned to hardwood forest, to be
disturbed in later years only by occasional
hunters, trappers, and loggers who continued to
find value in the forest lands, as do recent arrivals
including hikers, birders, snowmobilers, crosscountry skiers, and 4-wheelers.
Archaeological Comparisons
As a small briefly occupied site in an ecologically
marginal zone for farming or sheep herding,
Cross Mountain South is unusual and perhaps
unique in Vermont’s and perhaps New
Hampshire’s archaeological inventory. Certainly,
there are other sites that were pushing the
agricultural envelope during the early 19th
century that have not been identified and
researched. Its earth-mounded foundation,
unreinforced cellar hole, missing barn, and lack
of post-occupation disturbance may be unusual.
But in other respects, it is similar to cellar hole
sites reported in western Vermont. This includes
the Ozias Atherton farm (VT-WA-38) described
by Carder et al. (1998); Miller-Metcalfe (VTCH-423), Day-Durochia (VT-CH-382), Calvin
White (VT-CH-247), Jacob White (VT-CH-493),
Samuel Atherton (VT-CH-491), John Taylor
(VT-CH-500, VT-CH-574), an unnamed cellar
hole (VT-CH-609), and Nelson Wright (VT-CH615) described by Doherty et al. (2009); and
Langworthy-Pease (VT-CH-846), Nathaniel
Martin (VT-CH-849), and Seth Gary (VT-CH857) described by Kenny et al. (2011). All these
sites are found in flood plain valleys and could be
identified in historical records. The reports
contain a huge amount of historical, architectural,
and material culture information relevant to Cross
Mountain South. Here we make only a few
observations.
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These western sites describe cellar holes
that had stone or plank walls built within a
foundation trench. CMS has neither of these
features; its walls were a continuation of the site’s
inward-sloping mounded earth foundation,
indicating that the cellar was excavated after the
house foundation was already in place. Absence
of layered stone foundation probably can be
attributed the experimental nature of the farm;
perhaps it was, in essence, an economic gamble
at what seemed like a propitious time.
Regarding architecture and settlement
pattern, all western Vermont dwellings associated
with cellar holes had stone rather than earth
foundations, and most had their stone walls and
hearths cannibalized post-occupation. CMS’s
earth foundation, like its half cellar, may have
been expedient considering the small size and
possible temporary nature of the dwelling, being
more a cottage than a house. After abandonment,
cellars were filled with rocks or soil to prepare for
new building, groom the land for agriculture, or
protect animals from danger.
All these sites had trash pits and midden
scatter close to the cellars or house walls, and this
was also true for CMS. In the decades that
followed, this practice give way to more hygienic
garbage disposal farther from the dwelling. Of
reported sites of this period, Samuel Atherton
(VT-CH-491) with its small dwelling, cellar, and
trash pits compares most closely to the CMS
settlement pattern, although that site had a barn.
The CRM reports have highly detailed
descriptions of material culture types,
manufacturing dates, and usage. The 1794-1806
Elisha Miller site (VT-CH-423) and the 1790s1816 Jacob White site (VT-CH-493) pre-date
CMS by two decades. The 1806-1837 Calvin
White site (VT-CH-247) falls in the CMS range.
Other sites like the ca. 1790s-1840 Samuel
Atherton site (VT-CH-491) span a wider or later
period like the ca. 1820-1870 John Taylor site
(VT-CH-500). While historic documents are
available for all these sites, coins and ceramics
corroborate the records, and most of the same
artifact types are present at CMS. A noteworthy
comment from Doherty et al. 2009 describing
Samuel Atherton ceramics applies well to CMS:
“The manufacturing range for this [ceramic]
assemblage was most consistent with the period
between ca. 1800 and 1830…The general end

date suggested here is supported by the absence
of later diagnostic ceramics such as red, green,
purple, or yellow colored underglaze printed
wares (after ca. 1828), white granite (after ca.
1842), or American yellowware (after ca. 1828).”
None of these later wares turned up at CMS,
supporting the early 1820s estimate based on the
1820 and 1821 pennies.
Summary and Aftermath
Much of Cross Mountain South remains
unexcavated, but we obtained enough
information to reconstruct the life of a small midlate 1820s pioneer farm. The house itself was
probably a log dwelling built on a raised earth
foundation with a central hearth and chimney and
a cellar pit for cold storage. The paucity of finds
from the interior suggests a well-swept floor.
Cobble pavements covered three trash pits
containing charcoal and broken ceramic plates,
bowls, cups, jars, and animal bones. A stone wall
surrounded a vegetable garden or paddock a few
steps south of the house. Faunal remains suggest
pigs assisted with clearing roughage for a pasture,
and sheep, a horse, and a cow provided food and
milk, supplemented by wild game and fish. The
site must have been established as a sheep farm,
and the surrounding forest would have been
burned, cleared, and converted to pasture. After
just a few years the farm was abandoned, never to
be reoccupied, and forest cover gradually
returned. Another site a kilometer north on Cross
Mountain Trail, as yet unexplored, has a similar
rectangular earth and rock foundation with a
central hearth and outlying facilities, including a
root cellar, and may have been occupied about the
same time.
Cross Mountain South documents an
attempt to expand sheep farming into the forested
hills above the Connecticut River valley bottoms
at the peak of the “wool bonanza” of ca. 18151830s. The presence of decorated ceramics
suggests the homestead may have been
subsidized. The site was abandoned after a few
years, bricks were salvaged, and the chimney was
destroyed, and its rocks dumped into the cellar
hole. Despite being the most productive period of
the wool rush, during this decade Fairlee
population declined from 1,143 residents in 1820
to 656 in 1830 as the local farm economy faltered,
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still more than a decade before tariffs were
dropped and the wool industry collapsed
throughout New England.
Adverse climate may have contributed to
Fairlee’s economic and demographic distress
during the 1820s. The previous decade saw some
of the worse weather known historically in
northern New England. The 1816 Mount
Tambora eruption initiated a global climatic
catastrophe that caused the ‘year without a
summer’, followed by several more years of
failed crops and poor harvests. Robertson
(1957:19) reports:

Connecticut Valley not represented by other sites.
Hopefully, on-going research in the Fairlee town
archives will identify who lived here and why
they abandoned Cross Mountain South during the
middle of the wool rush.

By 1830, however, the great western
migration had gotten underway and many
from all the towns of the valley were
heeding the call to go west. In many cases
the farms had not proved as fertile as
desired, the prices for farm goods had
dropped rather sharply from 1817 to 1829,
1816 was called the “froze-to-death year,”
corn sold for $1.00 a bushel, and hay cost
$30.00 a ton.
Weather might not have influenced sheep
herding as much as crop agriculture, but poor
growing conditions and rising prices would have
required costly fodder supplements for a new
farm without a well-established pasture and no
economic cushion to fall back on.
One may ask why Fairlee lost half of its
population when the sheep industry continued to
thrive in other areas of Vermont and New
Hampshire until the late 1830s. The answer may
lie with the matter of scale: perhaps local sheep
operations could not compete with regions whose
landscapes were more conducive to industrialscale herding. Perhaps the call of the West and
other opportunities reached our CMS family, or
whoever was bank-rolling our pioneers and
providing their fancy tableware decided to pull
the plug. Or perhaps, as preliminary investigation
of the town records by Lynne Fitzhugh suggests,
if CMS was being sponsored by the church or
town in return for firewood, lumber, or wool, they
may have elected to shut the experiment down.
Only more information from town records is
likely to provide real answers.
The Fairlee Forest homestead provides a
glimpse into a pioneering period of the Upper
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Postscript
After the close of the excavation Bryce
Limlaw called our attention to a rock pile north of
Cross Mountain Trail after the trail crosses Pine
Grove Brook (Figure 52), 100 meters southwest
of Cross Mountain South. The pile, four meters in
diameter and 75 centimeters high, is composed of
uneroded slabs that may have been dumped by a
front-loader when the trail was widened by
cutting into bedrock on the north side of the
brook.
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